
Maryhill Park Community Garden

Stalled Spaces Grant Proposal Phase 2

The  first  phase  of  our  community  garden  (shown  below)  was  completed  earlier  in  2016.  We
successfully constructed a roofed water collection structure, a large sensory raised bed, five other
beds of varying sizes, and surfaced a path through the site. We also commissioned and installed a
sculpture at the entrance to the garden, built compost bins, and filled the beds with plants. 

The garden was officially opened by our MSP Bob Doris at our summer fair, and it's been very
successful in turning an ugly gap site into an attractive space to sit or pass through, or to grow some
vegetables. This was always intended to be the first of two stages, filling half the site – we would
now like to carry on and finish the garden.

The existing style is quite industrial, using scaffold boards and poles, and we want to continue in
this style. It has been very successful in resisting damage and vandalism, there has been no damage
to any of the garden so far.

Fruit Forest Bed

This will be a long bed at the back of the site, almost against the stone wall, and will be constructed
in a similar manner to the sensory bed, from used scaffold boards. It will differ in that it will be
stepped  in  two  levels,  intended  for  planting  a  variety  of  fruiting  plants  –  we  want  to  try  to
implement the “fruit forest” concept of having different fruiting plants at several different levels to
maximise space.



Fruit Tree Tubs

At both sides of the entrance gateway will be a pair of half barrels containing fruit trees – the brick
wall catches the sun so is perfect for them.

Comfrey Bed

Along the red brick wall will be another raised bed, primarily to grow comfrey – this produces lots
of flowers (it is right next to the Bug Hotel), and the comfrey leaves are excellent mulching material
for the fruit forest and other plants. This will be constructed to the same design as the Fruit Forest
bed, using old scaffold boards.

Archway

The red brick perimeter wall on part of the site has a small entrance in it, facing the neighbouring
bowling greens which are used for many activities including our summer fairs. The brick pillars
here need to be repointed, then they will be topped by a sculptural steel arch. Beyond the arch will
be a pergola connecting the arch and entrance to the seating bed – climbing plants from the seating
bed will be able to climb up and over the pergola. The steel arch will be made in a similar style to
our  existing leaf  sculpture,  and the pergola will  be built  from galvanised scaffolding tube in  a
similar style to our existing roofed structure.



Seating Bed

This bed will be in a L-shape, with a raised bed parallel to the back stone wall, in line with the fruit
forest bed, and a bed coming straight out towards the archway. This will give two seating areas on
either side, each with benches for small groups to use, but not too far apart that larger school or
community groups can't use them also. We'd like to encourage more pollinating insects in the park,
so this bed will be planted with lots of flowers, herbs and other plants attractive to insects closer to
the archway, blending into larger fruit bushes and trees at the back near the fruit forest bed.



Green Wall

We already have a storage container on site, but it is not very nice to look at, and attracts vandalism
– we'll build a green wall along its outward-facing side, made out of pallets lined with plastic sheet
and filled with compost. Slots cut in these will give lots of spaces to grow strawberries and other
fruiting and flowering plants. The pallets will be attached to a scaffolding frame, anchored to the
ground and to the top of the container. The cost of used pallets is included in the budget, but we
hope to be able to scavenge at  least some, and put the savings towards plants. The scaffolding
frame,  along with the pergola,  can provide attachment  points  for temporary roofing “sails”  for
events.

Water Collection

The roof of our shipping container will be ideal for additional water collection – we already collect
water from the roof of our pergola into a tower of steel barrels, and we'll build a second water tower
next to the container with guttering to catch the runoff from the container roof. Our existing tower
has a vandal-proof tap fitted, we'll do the same with the new water tower.

Climbing Wall

The stone back wall  of  the site  is  very bare – we'll  put  some low planters against  it,  and run
climbing plants up the wall, using plants that do not need wires – ivy, wisteria, climbing hydrangea
and similar plants.



Bug Hotel

There is an unused steel electrical cabinet on the site, we intend to convert this into a bug hotel, to
provide many more nesting spaces for solitary bees and other insects. This will involve removing
the doors from the cabinet, fitting lots of suitable bedding logs and other containers, and fitting a
welded steel mesh front to secure it but allow insects to get in and out easily. The back of the
cabinet is in the perfect position to be a signboard for the garden.

Tennis Court Benches

The steps at the far end of the garden face onto the neighbouring tennis courts – we want to add
more seating here too, so people can sit and watch the tennis, or just for additional seating. This will
consist of several scaffold board benches built on the steps.

Community Involvement

With the first phase, we had a lot of help with shifting soil and compost and filling the beds with
plants. We anticipate that this will be repeated, as we will have a lot more soil to move and even
more plants to plant in this stage than we did in the first stage.

We will be planting a lot of food plants, both in the fruit forest and the green wall, which will be
free for anyone to pick. The space will also be much more useful for our summer fairs and other
events, with the extra seating, and the ability to attach temporary “sail” roofing to the structures for
weather protection.


